PREMIUM
MADE-TO-MEASURE

SHUTTERS

www.s-craft.co.uk

YOUR IMAGINATION
MADE-TO-MEASURE
When you want to bring your imagination to light, S:CRAFT shutters are the
difference between ‘just about right’ and ‘just the way you want it’. Expect
premium, made-to-measure shutters that give you the widest possible choice
available... all wrapped up in a truly timeless style statement, exactly
as you’d pictured it.
With a collection complemented by honeycomb and wooden Venetian blinds,
S:CRAFT shutters are renowned for their versatility and quality of finish. They
are only ever tailored to your exact specifications. Which means that no space
is ever too awkward; no colour impossible; no scheme unachievable.
So, let us inspire you and your vision. Make it happen by ordering S:CRAFT
shutters for total peace of mind.

S:CRAFT PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE
FROM A SELECTED NETWORK OF
STOCKISTS ACROSS THE UK
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PICTURE
YOUR IDEAL
LIVING ROOM
It’s your shared living space and your cosy retreat. So why not
style it your way and finesse your vision with premium, madeto-measure S:CRAFT shutters?

AVOID SUN
GLARE WITHOUT
NEEDING TO
BLOCK OUT
THE LIGHT

Sit back, relax and take control… of your privacy, light levels
and temperature. No space is out of the question, even tricky
bay windows. Watch TV, free of sun glare. Choose from fullheight, tier-on-tier, or café style shutters. Or partition open-plan
living rooms with bi-fold shutters. Then stretch out on your sofa
and admire the view. Your neighbours will be doing just that
from the pavement!

SHUTTERS COMBINE PRIVACY
WITH ULTIMATE VERSATILITY

Bay windows look
stunning with shutters,
both from inside and out
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COOK UP
A NEW-LOOK
KITCHEN
Kitchens are where tummies rumble and conversation
flows. So why not add the seasoned style that only S:CRAFT
shutters can bring?
Flood it with light during the day; keep it cosy and private at
night. Choose from a versatile range, made to measure any
space. Easily open windows to let off some steam… the Java
Range is ideal for humid kitchens as it’s 100% waterproof. And
if the kids leave their well-intentioned mark, it’s good to know
S:CRAFT shutters can be cleaned in a jiffy too!

EASY TO WIPE
AND KEEP CLEAN
Café style provides
privacy at street
level while still
letting in the sun

FIND THE RIGHT
SHUTTER STYLE
TO COMPLEMENT
YOUR DÉCOR
AND WINDOWS
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CONJURE UP
YOUR DREAM
CONSERVATORY
Conservatories are often thought of as ‘bringing the outdoors
indoors’. So why not take year-round control of your garden
view with a practical, stunning style statement?
S:CRAFT shutters allow you to stay snug and warm in the
winter months, and cool as a cucumber during summer. Their
robust manufacturing means panels are unlikely to bow or
warp. Mortise and tenon joints make them incredibly strong,
withstanding movement and temperature fluctuation. Walls,
ceilings and French doors are all in the frame, creating the look
you want, from inside and out.

SHUTTERS TURN A CONSERVATORY
INTO A YEAR-ROUND SPACE

SHUTTERS
ADD A LAYER
OF INSULATION,
HELPING KEEP
ROOMS WARMER
IN WINTER
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Shutters can also be used
for French doors as well as
conservatory walls
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VISUALISE A
BRIGHTER
MORE BEAUTIFUL
BATHROOM
It’s easier to do with S:CRAFT shutters.
That’s because not only can you create an elegant, inviting space, but you
can also look forward to ultimate privacy without shutting out the light.
Split-level panels give you privacy at standing height and full light above.
They’re really robust and easy to clean and maintain too, much more so
than blinds. ABS shutters are 100% waterproof and exceptionally strong.
More robust than blinds, with shutters there’ll be none of the knocking or
fluttering to spoil that perfectly relaxing ‘you’ time.

THE JAVA RANGE
IS PERFECTLY
SUITED TO HUMID
ENVIRONMENTS

PROVIDING PRIVACY
WHEN YOU NEED IT MOST
Special shape shutters
are designed to fit
virtually any space
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DREAM UP
A BLISSFUL
NEW BEDROOM
Your bedroom is your relaxing retreat after a busy day. One
way to make sure you wake with a smile is to open your eyes to
S:CRAFT shutters.
Shutters are the ultimate window covering for privacy, light and
temperature control. You can even integrate with a room darkening
blind option to minimise light seepage, or combine them with a curtain
or voile to soften the look. Because shutters are cordless, they are
safer for children’s bedrooms. And why not complement your window
shutters with S:CRAFT shutters fitted to by-pass wardrobe doors?

SHUTTERS ARE COMPLETELY
CORD-FREE, IDEAL FOR
CHILDREN’S BEDROOMS
Custom colour option to
match the most creative
of imaginations

BY-PASS TRACK
SYSTEM IS IDEAL
FOR STYLISH
WARDROBE
DOORS
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IMAGINE:

WHY CHOOSE

S:CRAFT
SHUTTERS?

Choose from the widest range of styles, colours
and premium materials, from entry-level MDF to FSC
certified White Teak.
Made-to-measure S:CRAFT shutters are produced
in the world’s largest shutter factory with state-of-theart facilities. Six layers of paint or stain are applied,
including a final UV layer to protect from fading.

The peace and quiet
IMAGINE:

Adding an additional layer to your glazing,
S:CRAFT shutters not only block out light but help
reduce noise levels too, making them ideal for
homes near busy roads.

A stylish
new look

IMAGINE:

Any shape
fitted perfectly

S:CRAFT shutters are more
than just a window covering.
They are a lifestyle feature,
designed to function around
your needs, exactly as you’d
pictured it.

S:CRAFT shutters can be manufactured to suit all window
shapes, no matter how curved or angled, small or large.

IMAGINE:

IMAGINE:

Being more insulated
and economical

Ultimate
light control

S:CRAFT shutters not only keep you
cool during the summer, but help retain
heat during the winter months.

Each panel can be independently adjusted to
temper the light and provide outstanding light control.

IMAGINE:

Low maintenance
and fewer ‘bless yous!’
S:CRAFT shutters are quick
and easy to clean and offer
a virtually maintenance-free
existence - excellent for
dust allergy sufferers!

IMAGINE:

Total privacy,
when it suits you

S:CRAFT shutter panels can be divided into independently
controlled sections allowing natural light in but keeping
unwelcome attention out.
14

VISIT S-CRAFT.CO.UK to find your nearest S:CRAFT stockist
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STYLE:

WHICH

SHUTTER
STYLE?

Track & Doors
CAFE STYLE

FULL HEIGHT

TIER-ON-TIER

SOLID PANEL

TRACK SHUTTERS

BAY WINDOW

The stability of a track enables you to create stunning
room dividers and wardrobe doors, combining multiple
panels in one smooth motion. Choose between bi-fold
or by-pass.
CAFE STYLE

FULL HEIGHT

FULL HEIGHT

CAFE STYLE

TIER-ON-TIER

SOLID PANEL

FRENCH DOORS

CONSERVATORY

SKYLIGHT

ROOM DIVIDER

SPECIAL SHAPE

FRENCH DOORS

Our most popular style that creates
a real sense of scale, creating clean
lines from top to bottom. Simple
and elegant.
CONSERVATORY

SKYLIGHT

ROOM DIVIDER

SPECIAL SHAPE

Solid Panel

CONSERVATORY

SKYLIGHT

ROOM DIVIDER

SPECIAL SHAPE

SOLID

For a more traditional finish to your windows, solid
panels block out the light when closed and provide an
additional barrier to the outside elements. A classic look
for period properties.

SOLID

FULL HEIGHT

CAFE STYLE

TIER-ON-TIER

SOLID PANEL

BAY WINDOW

STYLE:

Bay Windows

STYLE:

Tier-on-tier
FULL HEIGHT

CAFE STYLE

TIER-ON-TIER

SOLID PANEL

Beautiful square and Victorian
bay windows can be transformed by
made-to-measure full height, tier-on-tier
or café style S:CRAFT shutters.

TRACK SHUTTERS

BAY WINDOW

FULL HEIGHT

By operating the top and bottom panels
independently, you have ultimate control over
the light, the view and your privacy.

FRENCH DOORS

CONSERVATORY

ROOM DIVIDER

SKYLIGHT

SPECIAL SHAPE

CAFE STYLE

TIER-ON-TIER

SOLID PANEL

TRACK SHUTTERS

BAY WINDOW

CONSERVATORY

ROOM DIVIDER

SKYLIGHT

SPECIAL SHAPE

STYLE:

Café style

FULL HEIGHT

Add a little continental chic to your street-facing
rooms. By only covering the bottom half of your
windows, you can combine privacy with plenty
of natural light.

CAFE STYLE

TIER-ON-TIER

SOLID PANEL

BAY WINDOW

FRENCH DOORS

CONSERVATORY

ROOM DIVIDER

SKYLIGHT

SPECIAL SHAPE

STYLE:

SOLID
FRENCH DOORS
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TRACK SHUTTERS

BAY WINDOW

STYLE:

Full height
FRENCH DOORS

SOLID PANEL

SOLID

STYLE:

Shutters are the most versatile of window
coverings, providing a style solution to suit all
properties. No matter the size or shape of your
windows, we’re confident there is an S:CRAFT
shutter to match.

TIER-ON-TIER

TRACK SHUTTERS

BAY WINDOW

TRACK SHUTTERS

VISIT S-CRAFT.CO.UK to find your nearest S:CRAFT stockist

SOLID

French
Door

Plantation shutters aren’t
just for windows! S:CRAFT
shutters are completely
bespoke so we are able to
create cut-outs around your
door handles. Fantastic for
conservatories.
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PARALLELOGRAM

CIRCLE

HOW ABOUT
SPECIAL
SHAPES?
ARCHED

Even the most unusual of window shapes can be
dressed with S:CRAFT shutters. Popular styles
include arches, circles, gables and triangles.
ARCHED
ANGLED
Feature windows have never looked so good!

SHAPE:

TRAPEZOID

Angled

ANGLED

TRAPEZOID

SUNBURST ABOVE SHUTTERS
DOUBLE HALF ROUND

ELONGATED

EYEBROW
ANGLED

HALF ROUND

DOUBLE HALF ROUND

Blinds and curtains just don’t work for
certain shape windows. Angled spaces
can be transformed with S:CRAFT
ARCHED
shutters,
in a variety of materials.

QUARTER ROUND

SUNBURST ABOVE SHUTTERS

ELONGATED

ARCHED

Curved

ANGLED

Triangle
TRIANGLE

SUNBURST ABOVE SHUTTERS

PARALLELOGRAM
S:CRAFT shutters can match almost
any radius to complement your
architecture. Showcase your
ARCHED
ANGLED
ANGLED
curves
while enjoying enhanced SUNBURST ABOVE SHUTTERS
light control and privacy.

RADIATING CIRCLE

RADIATING CIRCLE

Trapezoid
TRAPEZOID
SUNBURST ABOVE SHUTTERS

TRAPEZOID

DOUBLE HALF ROUND

DOUBLE HALF ROUND

HALF
HalfROUND
Round

HALF ROUND
CIRCLE

OCTAGON
Octagon
DOUBLE HALF ROUND

Circle
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Radiating
Circle
RADIATING CIRCLE
PARALLELOGRAM
EYEBROW

ElongatedRADIATING CIRCLE
ELONGATED

TRIANGLE

Arched

RADIATING TRIANGLE

RADIATING CIRCLE

No matter what shape or size, material or colour, an attention to detail
and state-of-the-art machinery are used in the manufacturing process
ensuring your peace of mind about all S:CRAFT
products.
ELONGATED

ARCHED
QUARTER
ROUND
TRAPEZOID

HALF ROUND

S:CRAFT manufacturing
PARALLELOGRAM

EYEBROW

PARALLELOGRAM
CIRCLE

RADIATING TRIANGLE

ENHANCE YOUR
FEATURE WINDOWS

CIRCLE

TRAPEZOID

PARALLELOGRAM

OCTAGON Angled

QUARTER ROUND

RADIATING CIRCLE

PARALLELOGRAM

CIRCLE

CIRCLE

HALF ROUND

SUNBURST ABOVE SHUTTERS

EYEBROW

SHAPE:

RADIATING CIRCLE

Just look out for the quality mark, included the shutter frame, so you know
you have received a genuine product. Shutters purchased through one of
our UK retailers carry a manufacturer’s warranty against structural defects,
hardware
and colourfastness.
ANGLED
SUNBURST ABOVE SHUTTERS
DOUBLE HALF ROUND

QUARTER ROUND

HALF ROUND
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VISIT

S-CRAFT.CO.UK
to learn more

PREMIUM
HARDWOOD

SHUTTER MATERIALS

SHUTTER MATERIALS
During the manufacturing process, the wood
used for every shutter is specially stored, dried,
and treated to minimise the risk of warping and
twisting which can occur in natural materials.
The premium hardwood ranges are lighter than
shutters crafted from MDF, and provide a wide
range of colour and stain choices not available in
the ABS Java range.

RANGE:

Sumatra

Our Sumatra range is made from the
finest quality FSC® certified White Teak
from the Solomon Islands. It has a
beautiful tight uniform wood grain and
offers the widest range of options.

RANGE:

Java

Java is 100% waterproof and very strong, made
from sturdy ABS. Ideal for high humidity rooms such
as bathrooms and kitchens, as well as children’s play
areas, ABS is the same material which motorcycle
helmets are made from.

RANGE:

RANGE:

Stained Fiji shutters are made from premium Paulownia,
a sustainable hardwood harvested every 7-10 years. They
have a distinct grain, ideal if you like natural textures, and
come in a wide range of stains and paint colours.

Bermuda is a hybrid of Java and Antigua, featuring robust
MDF frames and panels with hollow lighter ABS louvres. It
comes in a wider colour palette and more closely resembles
the finish of a painted hardwood shutter.

Fiji

For busy family homes, the robust ABS
and MDF ranges are ideal for standing up
to daily wear and tear. Whether you are
looking for a waterproof way to control
privacy and light, or a hardwearing solution
for all the family, then ABS and MDF could
be good options to consider. Available
in a more limited colour palette than our
hardwood ranges.

Bermuda

RANGE:

RANGE:

Cuba is our entry level hardwood range. They
are made from premium robust MDF frames
but feature lightweight hardwood panels and
louvres.

Antigua is our entry level shutter solution made
from a high quality MDF covered in a patented
polymer coating. It is robust and hardwearing.

Cuba
20

ABS & MDF

Antigua
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WHY CHOOSE
S:CRAFT
BLINDS?
Complementing our range of premium shutters,
S:CRAFT blinds are distinctly different, but equally
versatile and beautifully finished. Whether crafted
from premium Paulownia hardwood, or insulating
fabric with honeycomb structure, made-to-measure
blinds are available in a wide range of colours to
suit a variety of interior designs.

Available in our
SUMATRA, FIJI
& ANTIGUA
RANGES

SOLUTION:

Room Darkening
SOLUTION:

PURE Wood™ Venetian

Crafted from the sustainable Paulownia hardwood, our range of stylish
Venetian blinds are designed for providing privacy, while allowing natural
light to filter in. The PURE Wood™ range includes a number of safety
features as standard in line with current BBSA guidelines.

SOLUTION:

PURE Cell™ Honeycomb
22

ENERGY
EFFICIENT

Great for skylights, there are several fabric options in the PURE Cell™
range. Semi-opaque blinds let in a warm glow, while the room darkening
option virtually eliminates exterior light when closed. Easy to adjust and
control, the honeycomb structure also makes PURE Cell™ energy efficient,
effectively insulating your home when closed.

Ideal for bedrooms, nurseries and media rooms, the room
darkening offering from S:CRAFT is a unique combination
of shutters with an integrated blind.
Virtually blocking out all external light, the blind sits
snugly in its own channel behind the shutter helping you
sleep soundly, whether day or night.
If you need to sleep in the day, or streetlights are keeping
you awake at night, then the room darkening system is
the solution to your bad dreams.

How to Order

S:CRAFT shutters and blinds are only available
via selected independent specialists and
retailers across the UK. As a wholesaler, we
do not sell directly to the public.
VISIT S-CRAFT.CO.UK
to locate your nearest stockist
and book a home appointment
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VISIT S-CRAFT.CO.UK

S:CRAFT is a registered trademark and trading name of Shuttercraft Ltd.
Registered in England & Wales under company number 04495750 VAT Reg No GB 800 4677 51

